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SUMMARY 
1, .: An extensive series of noise measurements, for c variety of geometric and operational 1 !  
! .  parameters, have been made on niodels of upper surface blowing (USB) powered-lift systems. 
: i The data obtained have been analyzed and the effects and tre~ds of parametric variation 
have been defined. From these resvlts, insight can be gained into the behavior and nature 
of US0 noise and the design sf USB systems with low noise characteristics. 
acoustics work which i s  qiven in the next paper. In this discourse, primary emphmis is  i 
placed on observed far field acousi ic effects and trends resulting from geometric and opera- { !  !. 
? tional parameter variations. Most of the results to be covered relate to static, cold flow, I 
' r i  j blended nacelle, upper surface blowing configurations. The majority of the results are for 
i f ;  1 
I attached flow cases; however, also briefly covered are some separated flow cases, as well 
. . 
' as some vectored thrust cases, flow temperature effects, and forward speed effects. j /  ! f ,  I 
j ; j: .~ 
: 1 
f :  i ! 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 1 : 
INTRODlJCTlON 
This paper i s  concerned with the USB parametric acoustic evaluation program that i s  a 
companion effort to the flow field work described in the preceding paper, and the analytical 
1 
, 
The majority of the acoustic data were obtained in an anechoic room, illustrated in ! 
- 1 figure 1. The small scale USB model which has a 51 cm (20 in.) wing span i s  shown inverted 'i ; 1 
* .  ! and mounted to the end of a foam-covered muffler and air pipe system, This is  the same f . 
: I 
model that i s  described in the preceding paper. Several microphone arches, each on a 2.44 
i meter (8 f t  .) radius,can also be seen, as we1 l as the room itself. Noise measurements were 
I made at many locations, but the typical experimental trends discussed in this paper were 
I taken from the microphone directly opposite the bottom of the wing, unless otherwise 
I 
i .  stated. This location corresponds to an observer located directly under an aircraft. 
: * Work performed under NASA Contract NASI-13870 with NASA-Langley Research Centei-. 
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The outdoor facility, which accepts models larger by approximately a factor of two 
and a half, i: shown in figure 2. Parametric data primarily for scaling purpcse were obtained 
at this facility. The model, also described in the preceding paper, i s  mounted in the center 
of the test pad, being fed by a muffled piped air supply. The moveable, motorized 6.1 meter 
(20 ft.) rodius microphone arch, model air supply, and al l  data acquisition systems are re- 
motely controlled from a control room located in the building in the backg:ound. 
The final facility used in this propram i s  the anechoic wind ,unnel sliown in figure 3. 
This i s  a 0.76 x 1.09 meter (30 x 43 inches), continuous free-jet type facility. Tunnel air 
flow i s  from left to right into the foam lined collecfor. The model, which i s  the same size 
and uses the same flaps as the static anechoic rocm and flow study model, can be seen 
mounted to a fairing just inside rhe tunnel flow field. The nozzle i s  fed from a muffled 
pipe which qoes along the upstream rumel centerline. 
ATTACHED FLOW PARAMETR lC AND OTHER NOISE CHARACTER ISTICS 
The parametric results presented in this section are for attached flow conditions, 
except for thase few cases discussed under the heading of "separated flow effects." As 
mentioned previously, the trends shown in tkr figures are derived from typical Cara at a 
location which simulates an observers position directly under an aircraft. Trends at this 
location,in most casesfare similar to trends at other points below the wing as well. 
I 
Nozzle Exit Velocity 
Nozzle exit velocity has a major effect on USB noise. Both noise level and peak 
frequency increase as jet velocity increases. As indicated in fiqure 4, the peak frequency 
effect has been collapsed into non-dimensional form by convertinq the frequency scale to 
Strouhal ndmber, where f i s  the frequency in Hertz, Vi i s  jet exit velocity, and Lf i s  nozzle 
i o  flap trail inq edge flow lenqth . The spectral datc shown are for a series of jet velocities 
with a l l  other parameters constant, In Strouhal form, the spectrum shapes are similar. The 
level of noise at any frequency i s  typically proportional to v - ~ * ~  directly under the model; 
proportional to ~ ~ 5 . 0  in the forward quadrant; and varies to 'v* 705 in the extreme uft 
quadrant. I 
Nozzle Shape 
1 I Fiqure 5 shows the effect of nozzle shape. This fiqure i s  in conventional one-third 
octave band form. The very low and hiqh frequency ranqe of the spectra are essentially I! independent of nozzie shape. However, the relalively narrow peak frequency ranqe i s  significantly affected. The trend i s  higher levels for lowur aspect ; atio nozzles. The variation i s  over about a 5 dB ranqe between a round nozzle and an aspect ratio (AR) 8 
rectangular nozzle. These effects ore sliqhtly greater in the aft quctdrant. The conclvsion 
.I i 
: .$?$q 
1 -1 .3.*'
here is  that the more spreod out on the flaps a qiven amount of jet flow is, the less noise is 
qeneratd in the peak frequency reqion. The reason why only the pod< frequency range i s  1 s;{; 
qi. 
affected i s  currently unknown. It may be associated with the flow f l  r i d  edge roll-up vor- 
i T. 
i .L , tices, which ore larger and stronqer for lower nozzle aspect ratios. 
, . . 
I . ?  
' 
I 
It should be pointed out that these peak spectrum effects would occur at rather low 
frequencies on a full scale aircraft grid may have more of an aircraft structural vibration 
and interior sourid proofing impact than a community noise impact. 
i .  
Nozzle Impingement Angle 
The result of impinqing tire nozzle at successively higher angles w i t h  respect to the 
winq i s  somewhat similar to increasinq nozzle aspect ratio, As the a n ~ f e  is increased, the 
Glow :?read out more over the winq and flaps. The noise spectrum, as can tze seen in 
I 
figure 6, is  a t tec td  significantly only in the mid-frequency range, where lower noise 
levels correspond to higher 3~yingement angles, The peak noise level varies over about o 
5 dB range as in the case of nozzle ~;1~;4. These data, as well as the nozzle shape data, 
I have been corrected to a constant flow rate. 
Flow Path Length 
The subject of flow path length i s  involved with two geometric parameters - nozzle 
horizontal location on the wing and flap trailing edge length. Either parameter changes 
the total flow path length between the nozzle exit plane and the flap trailing edge. As 
flow lenqth increases, hiqher frequency noise decreases reqardless of which of the two 
parameters' length was varied. As can be seen in figure 7, the data from several examples 
of nozzle location and trail ing edge lenqth variation collapse rather well when the fre- 
quency scale is  converted to Strouhal number form with total flow length, 4, as the char- 
acteristic dimension. The apparent exception i s  the noticeable peak in the 50% chord data. 
However, this peak i s  due to an aeroacous:ic resorance phenomenon (a tone or whistle sound) 
that appeared sporadically in the expsrimental program, Resonances of this type were re- 
lated to flow disturbances near the beginning of the flap radius section, feeding back energy 
to the nozzle exit plane instability area. They are apparently a function of wing-flap joint 
smoothness rather than any of the basic parametric variables, When the surface was smoothed, 
: I 
the tone disappeared and the anomalus peak then collapsed with the other data in figure 7. 1 1 
! I  
Flap Rodius of Curvature 
1 ;  
i I  I While flow path length i s  an important parameter, the shape of the path is  apparently i ! ' not important at al l  to noise for attached flow. Over a wide range of flap knee radius of 
I curvature, no systematic trend could be found and the variations observed were inconse- f 
quential. Th is  corresponds to the results of the companion flow field study where radius of i cu~vatun had a small effect, in fact the smallest effect of any of the experimental vniables. I ! 
I 
1 
i 
I 
i 
I 
Even in cases where flow separation "bubbles" were noted on the flap, no significant noise 
trend was seen as long os the flow reattached prior to leaving the trailing edge. 
Flap Angle 
Flap angle i s  one of the more obvious variables in a USB system, but i t  has a rather 
small effect on noise under the wing. There i s  mainly a low frequency shift, or increase, 
as indicated in figure 8. The sound field, or directivity pattern, moves with the flap as 
the flap i s  rotated downward. However, this directivity effect is  relatively insensitive 
over the 60' range investigated. 
I 
Jet Temperature 1 1  : 
Vectored Thrust 
A limited investigation of jet temperature was performed, As indicated in figure 9, 1 I 
' 1 
when the temperature i s  increased from 24OC (75OF) over a range of jet velocities, the over- 
la!l noise levels drop, stay the same, or increase. To convert these results to constant thrust 
conditions, the 9 3 ' ~  (200°F) data should be shifted up about i dB. Actually the velocity ' 1  
In addition ti, the blended type nacelle, the use of over-the-wing pylon mounted 
nacelles with vectored down iet f l om for low speed performance shows promise as a viable 
powered l i f t  configuration. Up to thl; point, only the blended or 'ully integrated nacelle 
and wing installations have been discussed. Fipsr* 10 shows how a typical vectored instal- 1 1 
lation compares with the blended type. In qeneral, as ;!;:e exhaust nozzle i s  brought up 1 
from the wing surface, and vectored downward, noise throughoui m y t  of the spectrum in- 
creases and the spectrum sl1ap broadens. The largest changes occur in tns hiah frequency 
range which could affect community noise since subjeclive noise ratings are more soi:.si+ive 
0 
to high frequency noise. The example shown i s  for a nozzle vector anqle of 40 where the 
nozzle height, or gap between the nozzle and wing surface, was 30% of the nozzle dia- 
meter, For lower vector angles and lower nozzle heights the noise increases are smaller. 
This i s  really a rather complex situation needing more study sincs uur investigation was 
limited in the number of configurations tested. 
i 
i 
exponent i s  reduced when the temperature i s  increased, thereby changing the slope of the 
noise versus velocity curve. In this case, the low temperature curve was proportional to 
v - ~  .' and the high temperature curve was proportional to vi4a8. These relationships are 
: 
I 
I 
somewhat different at other microphone locofions as were the basic jet velocity trends with 
location as mentioned previously. 1 
I 
, , 
t 
, 
' . 
: .  
Scal ing Trends 
Figure 11 indicates thct, over the range of a factor of two and a half in model size 
was utllixed in this program, spectral scaling i s  rather good bused on linear size and 
i ty  factors for the frequency scale, and on 10 Log nozzle area ratio for the noise level 
(as was done in this figure). Therefore, basic USB noise scaling apparently behaves 
same manner as normal subsonic iet noise, a conclusion that has cliso been observed 
by other invest igaton . 
We also hod one case where the wing, flap, and other parameters ware kept constant, 
except that the nozzle area was reduced by a factor of two (round nozzles in both instances). 
A negligible spec:rum effect was noted and the overall noise level scaled as in the small 
versus large complete model example. 
Separated Flow Effects 
A l l  of the results to this paint hove had flow attachment at the trailing edge and 
reasonably good flow turning. To determine what effect poor attachment and turning would 
have, a special series of test runs were made and the trends illustrated in figure 12. The 
upper curve i s  a typical attached flow case, where the nozzle was flush r. -vnted on the 
0 
wing with a nozzle impingement aryle of 10 . The middle curve is  for a case where every- 
0 thing i s  the same, ex~ep t  he nozzle impingement angle was reduced to 0 , causing the flow 
to separate just upstream of the trailing edge. These are low-and mid-frequency noise reduc- 
tions, but the high-frequency range i s  about the same. Th is  result helps to substantiate the 
idea that much of the low-frequency nor,@ of a USB system i s  related to flow - trailing edge 
interaction. The lower curve is  for a case where the nozzle is  above the wing and the flow 
i s  not vectored down. This results in the jet flow being completely unattached and not 
.f turned down at all. The corresponding noise levels across the spectrum are reduced, due to 
: - 1 
no flow - structure interaction and no downward turning of the jet noise directivity pattern. 
Effect of Forward Speed 
A short series of tests were run in the anechoic wind tunnel to obtain some data on the ! j  
a fhc t  of forward speed on US6 noise. Typical results are as indicated in figure 13. At low 1 + 
irequency, up to the peak, there i s  a noise decrease with forward speed of several dB, about \ 
4 dB in this pc,iticulca case. However, throughout the mid- and high-frequency range, there 
i s  only about a 0.5 dR reduction. These trends are largely independent of observer location 
0 
arid c ~ c  also similar for a 60 flap case, as well as for an over-the-wing vectored nozzle 
case that was ruii. n o  reorons for these results are still under investigation. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
ft has been shown that the primary variables controllfnq far field noise for atiached 
flow US0 systems are jet velocity, flow path length, and nozzle vertical location. Other 
parameters, including f l a ~  angle, nozzle shape, nozzle impingement angle, and jet tem- 
perature also have noticeable and systematic effects, but are generrlly considered of 
secondary importance for far fi3ld or community noise. Those several parameters causing 
low,-frequc nc y noise increases, however, wi l l  undoubtedly increase the aircraft problems 
of structural vibration, sonic-fatigue, and passenger compartment noise. 
Koise results have been presented independently of quantitative oeropropulsion per- 
formance effects. A study of the tradeoffs between low noise design features and good air- 
craft performance is a phase of the program that is  not complete at the time of this writing. ! 
Therefore, the use of the noise trends alone in a US0 aircraft design study should be done 
with care so that low noise featu~es wi l l  not be offset by aircraft performance penalties. ! 1 
I 
Finally, i t  should be noted that not a l l  the acoustic effects we have observed can be ' I 
explained with any degree of satisfaction. There i s  still much to be learned about the basic 
nature of USB noise and real istic USB nozzle-wing-flap installations for optimum low noise 
, I., 
airplane design . ' I   ; .  
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Figure 4 . -  Effect of j c L  velocity. hR4 nozzle; nozzle impingement 
angle 20°; nozxl~ location 20: chord; f l a p  angle  30'. 
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F.gure 5 . -  Effect  of nozzle shape. Jet  v e l o c i t y  215 m/s; nozzle  
locat ion 20% chord; nozzle impingement angle 20°; f l a p  angle 30'. 
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l igure  6 . -  Effect  o f  nozzle impingement angle.  AR4 nozzle;  j e t  
v e l o c i t y  215 d s ;  nozzle  locat ion  20% chord; f l a p  angle 30°. 
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Figure 7 . -  Effect  of flow p ~ t h  length.  J e t  v e l o c i t y ,  Vj, 215 n/s ;  
AR4 nozzle;  nozzle  impingement angle 20°; f l a p  angle 30°; nozzle  
locat ion,  X ,  and flow path length,  L f ,  a s  indicated.  : 
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Figure 8 . -  Effect  of f i a p  angle.  Je t  v e l o c i t y  215 m/s; AR4 nozzle;  
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nozzle locat ion 20% chord; nozzle  impingement angle 20'. i . .  
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Figure 9 .  - Temperature trends.  AR4 n3zzle;  nozzle  impingement angle 20'; 
nozzle  locat ion  20% chord; f lap  angle 30'. 
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Figure 1 0 . -  Vectored thrust trends.  Jet  v e l o c i t y  215 m / s ;  round nozzle;  
nozzle  locat ion  2@% chord; f l a p  angle 30". 
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Figure 11.- Scaling resul ts .  Jet ve loc i ty  215 m/s; AR8 nozzle; nozzle 
impingement angle 20'; nozzle location 20% chord; f lap angle 30'. 
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Figure 12 . -  Effect of flow attachment. Jet ve loc i ty  315 m/s; A R ~  nozzle; 
nozzle l x a t i o n  20% chord. 
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F igu re  13.- Wind t u n n c l  t r e n d s .  J e t  v e l o c i t v  750 m / s ;  AR2 n o z z l e ;  nozz l e  
l o c a t i o n  20% cl lord;  n o z z l e  impingement a n g l e  201'; klap a n g l e  3d0. 
